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Welcome to the Regional Update (RU) for April 2021 of the World Health 
Organization Collaborating Centre for Nursing, Midwifery and Health 
Development at the University of Technology Sydney (WHO CC UTS). 
 
The WHO CC UTS team has been working on a Basic Psychosocial Skills 
training resources for COVID-19 first responders. This work has culminated 
in a FREE online course Basic Psychosocial Skills Training Program. The 
program is designed to build resilience, mental health, and wellbeing for first 
responders and frontline health staff. See the story below. 
 
New COVID-19 cases around the world continue to rise, and although 
vaccination programs started to roll out in many countries around the world, 
the pandemic is far from over. The situation in Papua New Guinea is of 
serious concern our nursing and midwifery colleagues need significant 
support. Work with WHO in PNG is about to begin to support nursing and 
community health workers education. With new cases on the rise, and 
critical functions at the country’s pandemic control centre under threat of 
collapsing. See inside for details. 
 
This Update links to relevant publications and documents of the WHO CC 
UTS, - please also visit our website for current information. You can also 
reach us at  whocc@uts.edu.au. For more information on the South Pacific 
Chief Nursing and Midwifery Officers' Alliance (SPCNMOA) click here. 
  

 

Basic Psychological Skills: An Online Training for 
COVID-19 Responders 

 

 
A new Free online course on Basic Psychosocial Skills has been made 
available by the WHO CC UTS. The Basic Psychosocial Skills online Training 
is a FREE program for those affected by the pandemic designed to build 
resilience and mental health wellbeing for first responders and frontline health 
staff. 

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d479d50af8079a5d74fc1ce36d827f8b42ed3920a0ab28c20509d75eaf67e7e7f260d961d2ceb7630367b5baee07c287d
mailto:whocc@uts.edu.au?subject=
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d3f81fb4a1a96e9bc8d4c3f73620020df55bf268c278641ec12410aa5ac5fe9d9f04c9e1a0f24de1dadf922b7beaf2f6c


  

 
 
The FREE online course: 
1.    Focuses on personal well-being 
2.    Explores supportive communication in everyday interactions 
3.    Provides a practical framework to enable first responders to support 
others to problem-solve and make healthy decisions 
4.    Examines how to recognise emotional patterns and provide support to 
individuals. 
5.    Provides a certificate on completion 
 
View a detailed video on how to sign up: https://youtu.be/-Cguw2SCHOQ 
Enroll for this FREE online course: http://open.uts.edu.au/COVID-19-
responders-en.aspx 
Read instructions on how to sign up: https://bit.ly/3bEJGkx 
Read more about the basic psychosocial skills course: https://bit.ly/3sgZpf7 
 
You will need an email account to register and log in for the online course. 
 
For more information and full Power Point https://bit.ly/3cZCGy2 
with facilitation notes, please contact michele.rumsey@uts.edu.au 
 
FAQs 
How many resources are provided in the Basic Psychosocial Skills 
training program? 
The program provides 3 resources. Guidance report, short online course 
and presentation with facilitation notes.   
 

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6de47a3f11abcc1dc72edef91764c8e9a0ea7c59532120b4993c1971c4380b6b5cb9a5b4f2564896066d47de18a85ce197
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6df0afd5925efcf2f639e74b7726692b43c2981ebddb3534eaf5f2adfdaa43d8e0b429c79e36240ff9d535c213b68f19cf
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6df0afd5925efcf2f639e74b7726692b43c2981ebddb3534eaf5f2adfdaa43d8e0b429c79e36240ff9d535c213b68f19cf
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d6b92ca04764343cb39adb71a95f1ce5514e7cf955aeaa7651552a3c218ee52456c67de0d0f414598f2ab00360bb11b83
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d44ca9ea50daac912803be5b9c04fc968771acd824f8fc61eb82cb59600e755a6ea3d944a556f3a5c103565ca8d1c4012
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d7871e7779a54f2b5722eb93d0232840f587169d470322ae5977c0b0aa6addd24c1a8e35b75898132c91c771f0154035d
mailto:michele.rumsey@uts.edu.au
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dd550688166f60dfb304ba0bc98d38462104193a044b682325273bf2b3cfa6864c78c459809379c4b0054fe056194438f
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6da61f1d497ab4d39e29e56f7b88f37528f147f76c57fada5da14ee696188bbc7145b849b9fe7da874f574bbda47654784
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d23dcc8bc22a212f43674a09d42926ba1db75df1cd0c05c31c396af5b2f84e56231f4c25078c1586c0bd9d6034ba10092


How many languages is the guidance offered in? 
While the online course is only in English, the guidance report is provided in 
28 languages. 
 
Is the online course time-bound? 
No. The online course is self-paced and takes an average of 3 hours to 
complete with a short quiz and a certificate awarded. 
  

 

COVID-19 Performance Index - Lowy Institute 
 

 

The effect of COVID-19 has impacted countries differently, with regions, 
political systems, population size and economic development being major 
variables influencing the performance of countries against COVID-19.  
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The above factors were used to determine the COVID-19 performance index 
in 98 countries. The main results showed that economically developed 
countries, countries with a smaller population, and countries with a 



democratic government fared better against the pandemic compared to 
other countries. 
 
To read more, please click here. 

 
 

Basic Psychosocial Skills: Pacific Training 
 

 

  

In the context of the global pandemic of the COVID-19, people who are in 
first responder roles are experiencing increasing stress and pressure and 
are being called on to support others in their communities with high rates of 
stress and distress. Supporting mental health and wellness is recognised as 
being a key component of effective health promotion during this challenging 
period. 
 
As a means of contributing to the preparedness and support for first 
responders, the WHO Collaborating Centre at UTS (WHO CC UTS) has 
worked since mid-June to adapt the IASC Basic Psychosocial Skills: A 
Guide for COVID-19 First Responders for use in Pacific Island Contexts, 
creating teaching resources that were accessible and engaging or 
communities in the Pacific. 
 
  

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6db0be0a63bb0e75b0fd99c7377a8fe43f45f291408fdcb68414421a99006f4b0e19701a19e873c8f4611552c5ed74b884


   

   

 

WHO CC UTS also held a 
virtual event wherein front-line 
workers from Solomon Islands 
were facilitated in workshopping 
basic psychosocial skills and 
practices. Largely, by virtue of 
the feedback, the session is 
regarded to be a success, 
though weakness of the training 
were seen to be centred around 
how the transition to an online 
environment required more time 
to run the program. 
  

 

In conjunction with the 
PowerPoint 
presentation/teaching 
resources, four short videos 
were developed and produced 
for use on social media to be 
shared widely throughout the 
Pacific. The videos focus on 
central psychosocial skills and 
encourage the viewer to engage 
with full resource. 

 

   

To read more about the Cook Islands session, please click here. 
 
To read about the Basic Psychosocial Skills: A Guide for COVID-19 
Responders, please click here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d301434bba2070a5e8a334556339c4294154f96e7cdcb13c0a2678c8dae68f22b8ee5de5dbe565b6502639e3f5355d04c
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dde6d44f75a025a0419f7ba9898db0f28f04e77080969370a963f4a53cf6b48bfc0f41de7d1620401bf12f6c2171d0ae0


Papua New Guinea COVID-19 Crisis 
 

 

  

The number of COVID-19 cases across the country has tripled over the past 
month, with the country's major hospital reporting seven out of every 10 
symptomatic patients testing positive to coronavirus. As of 12 April 2021, the 
number of daily COVID-19 infections in Papua New Guinea reached a 
record high new cases in a 24-hour period. The total number of COVID-19 
infections in Papua New Guinea now stands at 8,442 cases. 
 
COVID-19 has exposed weaknesses in the PNG ‘s health system. The 
system is currently under enormous stress, and 90 per cent of beds at the 
Port Moresby intensive care unit full. As of 12 April 2021, 68 people have 
died from COVID-19 in the country. 
 
Leaked documents reveal holes in Papua New Guinea’s COVID-19 
quarantine systems, and “critical functions” at its pandemic control centre “at 
risk of collapsing” because some staff haven’t been paid. 
 
An internal ministerial briefing written last month, and obtained by the ABC, 
shows about 40 temporary staff performing “critical functions” at PNG’s 
National Control Centre for COVID-19 have not been paid since starting 
work five months ago. 
 
As a crisis continues to unfold with alarming speed, experts are sounding 
the alarm and call to fast-track vaccine access. 
 
Australia is working with Papua New Guinea to support the Government’s 
response to the spike in COVID-19 cases, with Royal Australian Air Force 
delivering more than 8,000 AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccines from 
Australia’s supply to Port Moresby. The vaccines will enable vaccination of 



the country’s essential health workforce, with an initial rollout for the National 
Capital District. The Australian Government will also make a formal request 
to AstraZeneca and European Authorities for one million doses of Australia’s 
contracted supplies to gift to Papua New Guinea. 
 
The Australian Government is also providing essential PPE supplies to the 
PNG Government including GeneXpert cartridges for testing, 1 million 
surgical masks and 200,000 N95 respirator masks plus 200 non-invasive 
ventilators, and dispatching Medical Assistance Team (AUSMAT) to assess 
the situation and work with the PNG Government on future priorities for 
support. 
 
WHO CC UTS South Pacific Chief Nursing and Midwifery Officers Alliance 
held a meeting on 24th March with PNG nursing leaders offering support 
and sharing existing regional resources. 
 
To learn more about PNG COVID-19 crisis, click here, and here. 
To read more about PNG’s COVID-19 pandemic control, please click here. 
 
  

Policy Responses to aging nursing workforce - 
James Buchan 

 

 

A report by the International Centre on Nurse Migration (ICNM), the 
International Council of Nurses (ICN), and CGFNS International, Inc. 
addresses the issue of the ageing nursing workforce and focuses on policy 
implications and necessary actions. The report builds on the World Health 
Organisation’s State of the World’s Nursing 2020 (SOWN) report which 
identified that one in six (17%) of nurses worldwide are aged 55 years or 
over and expected to retire within the next ten years. The SOWN report 
estimates that 4.7 million new nurses will have to be educated and 
employed to replace those older nurses who retire, in addition to the current 
5.9 million nurse shortage, resulting in a total of 10.6 million additional 
nurses required by 2030. 
 
Lead author Professor James Buchan, adjunct professor at the WHO 
Collaborating Centre at the University of Technology, emphasises the risk of 
losing the most experienced members of the nursing profession and 
highlights the need to employ retention policies for older nurses. Professor 
James Buchan argues that the retention of experienced nurses is 
particularly relevant now, when the Covid-19 pandemic has exposed the risk 
of global nursing shortages. This report is particularly relevant for nurses in 
our Region where many countries have policies of compulsory retirement at 
age 55 while at the same time also experiencing shortages of this critical 
health workforce. 
 
To read the full report, please click here. 

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d89b1edb6361962a8c9b3b368912903ec963a737647ec61761c7cb69ba20c528b35d928aace35cb800469dbf42bd73e66
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6da2e1ef0cbae6f7839ad9fd2b82d59259865fffa3e7e30cc8db2d70504b7a203828eaae47ad3c0d264691e4021cd49978
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d76fd3e96d0507ec1f8a0aa16b8fb1032e64f25427532953b47c7a51fe29476f60869d84586d377ea26fb8e8fc83bd54c
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d23c92bab52c1ba5ff9e878c7822c992f58690265be47c1c1b41d479309329989771d7b575f04678c271f1c2e4731ac08


In his role as Editor in Chief of “Human Resources for Health”, Adjunct 
Professor James Buchan has led a Call for new research and evidence on 
the nursing and midwifery workforces.  The Call is now closed, with more 
than 20 new papers published, from all WHO regions.   
 
All the papers that were accepted for the Call can be accessed here.  
 
  

100+ Outstanding Nurse and Midwives Leaders 
 

 

  

To celebrate 2020 as the Year of the Nurse and Midwife, Women in Global 
Health in partnership with WHO, UNFPA, the International Confederation of 
Midwives, and Nursing Now, has selected notable midwives doing 
extraordinary work in their field and communities. Nominations and self-
nominations were accepted throughout the course of several months 
through an online submission form across eight categories. Over 300+ 
nominations were received from around the world. Over 100+ final 
nominees were then selected, with representation from 43 countries and 6 
global regions. Amidst a global pandemic, these women represent millions 
more nurse sand midwives on the frontlines of patient care, providing 
exceptional service to people around the globe. 
 
This initiative highlighted nurses’ and midwives’ courageous work by 
introducing the stories of their everyday heroism and service to call for all 
countries to invest in decent work and a new social contract for nurses and 
midwives as part of their commitment to health for all. 
 
One of the nominees included among 100+ Outstanding Nurses and 
Midwives Leaders is Debra Thomas. Debra is working closely with the WHO 
Collaborating Centre for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Development, and in 
the past acted as a member, expert adviser, and mentor with the South 
Pacific Chief Nursing and Midwifery Officer’s Alliance (SPCNMOA). 
 
  

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dc6d1ed41f6118bf74d1144758a34383ac2e10b0147853eeb8ec28b1afb5f88dd5d6b5097485ce20a00ed8d230457887e


  

To read Debra Thomas’ profile, please click here. 
To read Caroline Homers’ profile please click here. 
To join the Call to Action and view profiles of the final 100+ nominees, 
please click here. 

School of Nursing, the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University Ageing and Health 

 

 

  

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University research focus on ‘Ageing and 
Health’ aim to build scientific evidence for nursing practice and impacting 
policy on ageing population, strengthen research collaboration with 
international and regional partners in research, practice and education, 
nurture young researchers’ capacity in research and engage actively in 
policy making; to inform and shape policy to improve care for older people. 
 

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d19f707786285b63f60f6bd9e656fc6b43bf9fb43dd5df22d4ab9f2f74c688d5261e62bc13ee48df72b5cac616402d21d
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dba978d8c6b660d1ae21b8017d78c38646ecf840562eb22a94a7c95514493fe44bb7273f7f0439110d12fe47a5ddc35cd
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d616594fa1780b7b369cb496c2cc94fbe6c80e19408bb52c35fcba5af1597c29615130738d9a84bdc6a42b70a9e0b04e6


They key research foci of the group are: 
-    Cognitive impairment 
-    Symptom management 
-    Health literacy and gerontechnology 
-    Frailty 
 
Their program consists of The Centre for Smart Health which aims to create 
healthcare innovations with technology, making positive impacts to practice 
and the quality of care, conducting cross-disciplinary applied research that 
capitalises on expertise in technology, including virtual reality and artificial 
intelligence, translating the results into practice to improve healthcare 
education, diagnosis and treatment. They also feature the Centre for 
Gerontological Nursing which was established in 2012 to bring together 
colleagues with research interest in ageing and health to develop concerted 
research projects and promote interdisciplinary research. The centre also 
provides health and cognitive assessment services to the local community. 
 
To read more, please click here. 
 
  

International Development Research Network 2nd 
Forum 

 

 

  

The Forum took place in February via Zoom UTS International Development 
Working Group, a university-wide group that seeks to promote and 
strengthen research for international development outcomes, with a 
particular focus on translating research to impact. 
 
The purpose of the Forum was to provide an opportunity for international 
development researchers to exchange best practices, enablers and also 
what challenges us to do effective engagement as part of our research and 
ensure our research has an impact on policy and practice. 
 
The Zoom session included a panel of researchers and a Q&A (zoom chat 
space for moderated questions) to learn about research and engagement 
methods during times of pandemics. Panel speakers included: 
1.    Anthony Fee - "Sharing ideas to help Zoom interviews produce data 
that is reliable" 
2.    Raymond Ayilu - "Collaboration by distance" 
3.    Kyeong Kang - "Digital technologies Impact on Business and Society". 
4.    Sojen Pradhan - ‘Impact sourcing, community entrepreneurship for 

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dd5277ac584b7dff28356dd53761ef48f8c321693f96769a7043aa54a3c2f6d87043e58c0ceb5bea1a1fd1067d4bd2490


tourism in Nepal” 
5.    Jess MacArthur – remote data collection - "Micro-narrative Sample - 
UTS Research" 
 
To find out more, and links to relevant tools please click here.  
 
  

China Deploys COVID-19 Vaccine to Build Influence, 
With U.S. on Sidelines 

 

 

  

Beijing is assembling a chain of airplanes, warehouses and trucks to deliver 
refrigerated doses to the developing world. This week, more than one million 
doses of China’s new Covid-19 inoculations will move through Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. 
 
At stake is a potential soft-power prize: the goodwill of politicians and people 
across the developing world needing low-cost Covid vaccines, and the 
prestige of being seen as a nation with the capacity to act as a guardian of 
global public health. For months, China’s government, state enterprises and 
private companies have laid the groundwork for a vaccination push from 
Africa to the Middle East and Latin America. 
 
To read more, please click here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d79dbbeedcc3af31556b0e496608915bbc178ddf006518d9f3e42e5cdb29682c94dafb3c3c134d7e379789946e6ea18ce
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dfd8bc7bde860f58c1bd0e3420c619d01c6a7f71600fd39362167aa4a45ee5737e3ddc33522a2ec35921e250db85759be


Bill Gates: Solving COVID-19 will be easy compared 
to the climate 

 

 

  

Bill Gates’s new book states that “Solving COVID-19 will be easy compared 
to the climate”. Bill Gates makes insightful comments throughout the book. A 
tweet and blog from respectively Thomas Piketty and Ann Pettifor provide 
some context for Gates’s statement. Piketty’s tweet: “Time for Social 
Justice. Billionaires are everywhere in magazines, and it’s time for them to 
appear in tax statistics.” And Pettifor neatly summarises the upcoming 
‘pandemic era’ in a blog “…so long as financialised globalisation continues 
to govern the global economy, so long will the viruses and the 1% co-
produce future pandemics…”  
 
Our recently published article in the Global Public Health explores new 
forms of cooperation between Big Tech, the telecommunications industry 
and public health authorities that have arisen during the first year of the 
pandemic. 
 
New partnerships have formed between Big Tech companies and public 
health authorities in managing the “infodemic” of misinformation and 
conspiracy theories that has undermined trust in public authorities and 
vaccines. At the start of the pandemic, the World Health Organisation 
travelled to Silicon Valley to develop joint strategies, one of which included a 
partnership with WhatsApp to develop a chatbot for channelling authoritative 
information about the novel coronavirus, and partnerships with Google and 
others to ensure that public health agencies’ information features 
prominently in search engines. 
 
To read more, please click here. 
 
 
 
  

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6df9f266a3d0653bea013a9d637d53e7da0967634495ec4e0f4e3d38ead4610556d41267b0b0d3b738948deab61d8925be


COVID-19 E-Learning Platform (CoHELP) 
 

 

This year’s Co-HELP learning program includes reviews and a total of 15 
modules, including a newly added module on vaccinations. The program will 
go live on the 5th of April and a live seminar will be held every Friday 2pm til 
the 16th of July. Participants will also be presented with a certificate upon 
completion. To sign up for CoHELP, please click here. 
 
Find more information here.  
 

WHO CC Intern: Nathalia Rodrigues 
 

 

  

Nathalia has a background in Pharmacy and is currently pursuing a Master’s 
degree in Public Health at UTS. She has worked in community pharmacy for 
the past five years and is passionate about research. 
 
As an intern at WHO CC UTS, her role included liaising with WHO CC staff 
in conducting project work, performing literature searches, data collection 
reviews, and compiling bibliographical material. 
 
Her experience at WHO CC UTS helped her achieve her learning objectives 
and allowed her to gain many of the skills she needs to achieve her career 
goals. 
 
To read more about Nathalia Rodrigues and her experience at WHO CC 
UTS as an intern, please click here. 
 
For more intern story, please click here.  

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d3174ccd93e996c5ca0f2bb388b96f5d0aaf64b1294b1853534bfd8a177f74251b8d11602f9e02a473a8f5c81569f1808
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dfeb601812f0e585c6973eb3acffd251330a192541035eb18e6beb07b7891698275e4547cb50998ecd2a5d56cc732c7ee
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dfe034fc15be516894fd5cff3ec02e11c091d6c0bdc548a7d4a06560354f14dfabf66b6954838271fba5c1fbdec91b80f
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d8a454413540ddffc5e60733b0bf584a3653bf58d3011498289407bcc5ef263aa30a73f5f5ad14c0a865f0d1fc712ee45


Documents 
 

 

 

WHO Vital roles of 
nurses and 

midwives in the 
Western Pacific 

Region 

Download report 

 

 

State of the World's 
Nursing Report 

Download report 

 

 

 

 

Strengthening 
quality midwifery 

education for UHC 

Download report 

 

 

Global strategy for 
womens', childrens' 

and adolescents' 
health (2016-2030) 

Download report 

 

 

    

 

WHO Global report 
on ageism Full 

report 

Full report 

 

 

WHO report on rural 
health workers 

Summary Report 

 

 

 

 

Surveillance of Antibiotic Consumption 

Download report 

 

 

 
 
 

    

COVID-19 Educational Resources 
 

 

New SPC videos on 
putting on and removing 
PPE 
 
WHO HQ - Daily Press 
Brief on Covid -19 
 
WHO guidance on 
practical considerations 

WHO Operational Planning 
Guidelines to Support 
Country Preparedness and 
Response 
 
Covid-19 resources for 
nurses from the Royal 
College of Nursing Institute 
 

 
Simulation of the effects 
of COVID-19 testing rates 
on hospitalizations 
 
NSW Government Health 
on latest COVID-19 
updates 
 

https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d3e293179e87e81eeed634968d9623e881def0aad5f494c44f6abac08e4ec4734f3e7254b55cdcbd49daf267e007270e0
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6dcd4fce97b237b73839b3251fe3d0d6bc48ff301f2d7327ed7afe0baa5bdfe316923731de8fbd21a986390cb0207b6bbd
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d2b78633f531973f9842d3a47bea30a05ccfba3a615f7745439c10af0093c50b41e833094015ba63e076fad343f81a651
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d292cd010cfe4c9054a0c246e79f162f3297f6102fb14c3b9e0b3089ace3d7922f6903e10ca0b28d7b4cb093349146a49
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d95b70b5e1c88a6835cfe2e93503b60f68a95a7ace3b7032f21feebf03b1779237d9b46365acdff2a970d369ff1c7b6ef
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6d9e122fecee667a1729f2dd4f680ff3b38b2d96b28c3a6d604cc7309e42470c969fe2ade28730518ee5514e5ff82f0801
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6ddef9aa2b03e340d3c267f932ec007ea10424c20c8515521120216f262be4556386fd10c0ba1b552d119e8f84bafe5710
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6da17fbdda84881c40e66eb80e166fc63cf0eaba30ad3fa3dbdd377a551f1712ce4fc43817808aa8488646f5f801109b21
https://click.connect.uts.edu.au/?qs=b0063839f5540b6da17fbdda84881c40e66eb80e166fc63cf0eaba30ad3fa3dbdd377a551f1712ce4fc43817808aa8488646f5f801109b21
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Events 
 

 

1. 27th – 29th April 2021 – Australasia Pacific Community International 
Development Conference 

2. 28th – 29th April 2021 – Humanitarian Leadership Conference  
3. 5th May 2021- International Midwives Day 
4. 12th May 2021 - International Nurses Day 
5. May 2021 – 74th World Health Assembly  
6. 30th May - 3rd June 2021 - ICM 32nd Triennial Congress, Bali, 

Indonesia  
7. 5th – 9th June 2021 – ICN Congress, Abu Dhabi 
8. 14th June 2021 - World Blood Donor Day 
9. 28th July 2021 - World Hepatitis Day 
10. 29th August – 1st September 2021 - 11th ICN NP/APN Network 

Conference, Halifax Canada  
11. 17th September 2021 - World Patient Safety Day 
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